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We consider the nontrivial boundary conformal field theory with exactly marginal boundary deforma-
tion. In recent years this deformation has been studied in the context of rolling tachyons and S-branes in
string theory. Here we study the problem directly from an open string point of view, at one loop. We
formulate the theory of the Z2 reflection orbifold. To do so, we extend fermionization techniques
originally introduced by Polchinski and Thorlacius. We also explain how to perform the open string
computations at arbitrary (rational) radius, by consistently constructing the corresponding shift orbifold,
and show in what sense these are related to known boundary states. In a companion paper, we use these
results in a cosmological context involving decaying branes.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.73.106003 PACS numbers: 11.25.Hf
I. INTRODUCTION
The c  1 conformal field theory on world sheets with










which is exactly marginal. This theory was originally
studied at self-dual radius (X 2 S1
R 0p ) by Callan et al.
[1], where the marginality was established. Although there









, it is possible to absorb
these divergences and obtain an RG-stationary coupling.
At self-dual radius, the operators of the theory organize
themselves into multiplets of an dSU21 current algebra,
and this structure plays an important organizing roˆle in the
analysis.
A complementary analysis of this theory, at infinite
radius, was later provided by Polchinski and Thorlacius
[2]. By introducing auxiliary bosonic fields, it is possible to
rewrite the theory in terms of free fermions with a qua-
dratic boundary interaction. This essentially constitutes a
regularization of the theory (different than the one noted
above) and is tractable because the action is quadratic in
fermions (from the bulk world sheet point of view, there are
mass terms with -function support—these are both clas-
sically and quantum mechanically marginal).
In this paper, we will consider the extension of this
theory to other backgrounds, including a Z2 reflection
orbifold, as well as circles of arbitrary rational radius.
We were led into this work by considerations of S-brane
solutions [3–5] in Lorentzian orbifold backgrounds [6,7].
In a companion paper [8] (see also [9]), we use the results
of the present paper; following a Wick rotation, the results
are applicable to the discussion of ‘‘fractional S-branes,’’
objects which may be of importance in cosmological orbi-
fold backgrounds.
Our calculations will be formulated and presented di-
rectly in the open string channel. Passing these results to
the closed string channel then allows for the determination
of boundary states.1 Away from self-dual radius, we must
formulate the theories of interest in the fermionic picture.
In particular, this was originally formulated at infinite
radius. For the orbifold theory, it is necessary to carefully
consider various subtleties of the fermionic construction.
As a result, we have organized the paper as follows. In
Sec. II, we set up notation and discuss some standard
boundary states of the undeformed theory. Then, in
Sec. III, we review the standard bosonic treatment of the
bosonic theory at self-dual radius. In Sec. IV we then
review the fermionic construction of the infinite radius
deformed theory. As we have mentioned above, there are
a number of subtleties involved in extending this analysis
to the orbifold theory, and thus we take the liberty of going
into some detail in this review. In this section we also
review how the corresponding boundary states can be
written in terms of a projection operator acting ondSU21 Ishibashi states. We then discuss how finite radius
theories may be constructed in the fermionic picture. In
constructing these, there are both classical and quantum
consistency conditions in the fermionic path integral to
which we must pay attention. Doing so gives rise in the
end to boundary states that can be written using projection
operators, and these boundary states transform in a simple
way under T-duality. In Sec. V, we construct the orbifold





1For related work on boundary states on deformed boundary
conformal field theory on the orbifold, see also [10]. Stable non-
BPS branes on a T4 orbifold have been considered in [11].
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duce a number of consistency checks to ensure that the
results are correct.
The boundary states, including contributions from both
twisted and untwisted sectors, may be constructed at arbi-
trary radius. In the companion paper [8], we construct all of
the fractional boundary states, and show that they have a
consistent interpretation. In particular, we can see explic-
itly that although the finite radius theory has two orbifold
fixed points, the infinite radius theory has but one. This is
reflected nicely in the structure of the boundary states.
II. BOUNDARY CFT OF A FREE BOSON
In order to set notation and collect some known results,
we first consider the undeformed boundary conformal
theory on a circle of radius R. Free open bosonic string
theory, with action 140
R
d2
hp hab@aX@bX, on a strip
 2 0; r,  2 0; ‘, has mode expansion


















where we have assumed Neumann boundary conditions at
  0, r. The spectrum of p^ is determined by the com-
pactification radius, spectrum p^  Z=R. With this nor-
malization, the vertex operator eikX has conformal
dimension   0k2.
If we compute the NN annulus amplitude (the open
string partition function with Neumann boundary condi-
tions on each boundary), we may obtain information on the
Neumann boundary state of the closed string channel. This
is





We use the notation q  et, t  ‘=r. This may be
rewritten as







which can be understood as explicitly implementing the
shift orbifold to finite radius within the infinite radius
theory. This form will be important later.
In the present NN case, at finite radius, it is also possible
to introduce a Wilson line, and we record the result [12]
here





By Poisson resummation, with notation ~q  e2=t, we
find







In this channel, we identify boundary states via [13]
A NN  hN; j~qjN;  i (5)
with ~q the closed string propagator. We may write the
boundary state in oscillator form as [12]
jN; i  21=4e
P
k




 nR0p ; nR0p

In this form, it is clear that the Neumann boundary state has
zero momentum,2 and is at fixed ~X  XL  XR.
Note that at self-dual radius, R  0p , the conformal
dimensions are square integers. In fact, there is an dSU2
current algebra that classifies the spectrum (see e.g. [14]).
In this case, (4) can be rewritten [15]






~q2	SU2j e2iJ30  (6)
with SU2 characters
	SU2j g  TrjDjg; (7)
whereDjg is the matrix representing the SU2 element






Using the normalization of Ishibashi states
hhj; m; nj~qjj0; m0; n0ii  	Vir
j2
~q2jj0mm0nn0 (9)
we obtain the boundary state in the dSU2 basis







With multiple branes, the above computation is only
trivially modified. The boundaries attain an extra discrete
index labeling the map of the world sheet boundary onto a
D-brane. Consequently, the boundary state carries an index
k, labeling the D-brane. The general construction is re-
viewed more fully in the companion paper [8].
2We record the Dirichlet boundary state at self-dual radius
jD; xi ’ 21=4e
P
k






p  n0p ; n0p

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III. ADSORPTION AND OPEN STRING PARTITION
FUNCTIONS
A. Boundary deformations
In the context of rolling tachyons, the generic boundary













where X0 is the timelike target space coordinate.
Classically (using the correlators of the undeformed the-








, this is related to the ‘‘full S-brane’’
[3] centered at X00 , while for   0, we have the ‘‘half
S-brane’’ [5]. The full S-brane corresponds to a process
where a carefully fine-tuned initial closed string configu-
ration time evolves to form an unstableD-brane which then
decays to a final state of closed strings [16–19]. The whole
process is centered around the time X00 and is time reflec-
tion invariant about it, as evident from writing the defor-









in particular the initial state of closed strings is a time










which is a known exactly marginal deformation [1]. In
practice, computations in the background (12) are first
performed in the Euclidean signature with (13), and the
results are then Wick rotated back to the Lorentzian sig-
nature. In the rest of the present paper, we will disregard
any relation to rolling tachyons, and simply consider the
Euclidean theory.
One could absorb the parameter X0 into the definition of
the origin of time. However, for a given world sheet with
multiple boundaries, there can be a distinct deformation for
each boundary component. For example, if we consider the





















where @j are the boundary components. This is essen-
tially a Chan-Paton structure. Indeed in the presence of
multiple branes,  and ~ would be replaced by matrices,
and the annulus would include overall traces for each
boundary component. A priori, there is no need to take
the cosines to be centered at the same point on different
boundaries, and the difference cannot be absorbed to the
choice of the time origin.
In the orbifold R1;d=Z2 the Z2 acts by
X0; X1; . . . ; Xd ! X0; X1; . . . ; Xd [6,7]. After Wick
rotation X0  iX, we obtain a Euclidean orbifold
Rd1=Z2, where Z2 acts by X;X1; . . . ; Xd !
X;X1; . . . ; Xd. The full S-brane deformation is invari-
ant under the orbifold identifications, if we choose it to be
centered around X0  0. In the Euclidean signature, for
world sheets with multiple boundaries, if we allow for
distinct deformations at each boundary component @j,
we would then need each of them to be centered around
X  0 (i.e., set Xj0  0, but the associated parameters j
can be independent of one another. Wick rotation back to
Lorentzian signature is subtle, because of the issues with
the branching of time’s arrow. This will be discussed in
Ref. [8].
B. The adsorption method
Let us begin with the theory at self-dual radius Rsd 
0
p
. One way to understand this case is known as ‘‘ad-
sorption’’ [20]. This method highlights the close relation-
ship with the Kondo problem of condensed matter physics.
In that situation we think of the deformation as the U1
charge current for a free fermionic theory.
We can study this theory by replacing the boson X^ on the
strip by an ‘‘unfolded’’ chiral boson 
^ on  2 r; r,
 2 0; ‘, where   r is identified with   r (this
is a torus in thew  i  plane, with modular parameter
‘=2r). To do so, we identify 
;   XLi  for
> 0, and 
;   XRi  for < 0. It is most
natural to quantize this boson by taking  as the ‘‘time’’
direction; we simply have a periodic boundary condition in

















At self-dual radius, the theory reduces to a chiral dSU2















  J1 
 J2= 2p . The basic strategy will be to
make use of the dSU2 current algebra relations,
H 0 / : J32:  13 :
~J2:  : J12: : (17)
For simplicity we will focus on the situation with a single




dJ1i 0  ‘J10 : (18)
In detail, the partition function becomes:






















d: J1;2: : (19)
Here the boundary deformation takes the form of an op-
erator insertion at the fixed ‘‘time’’   0. Using the









~q2n2=4ein; ~q  e2=t; t  ‘=r:
(20)
Because we quantized using as time we obtain an answer
in the closed string channel. We should perform a Poisson






q ; q  e
t; t  ‘=r: (21)
IV. FERMIONIC REPRESENTATION
Having studied the orbifold theory at self-dual radius,
we consider now other radii. At infinite radius, the renor-
malized bosonic theory may also be represented using a
‘‘free‘‘ fermionic picture [2,21]. We will take the liberty in
this section of discussing this construction in detail.
Although many aspects have been discussed in the litera-
ture, certain subtle points will be needed later in the paper
when we apply the construction to orbifold theories.






. We should first study how this is
represented in terms of the ‘‘doubled’’ chiral boson living
on 2 r; r	. When fermionizing we will quantize using
 as the time direction and the mode expansion of Sec. II,
in contrast with the previous section. With p^ conjugate to
























k2p^k= 0p : (23)
In particular, when k  






















































Here we want to find a fermionization appropriate for the
boundary interaction. A convenient (but not unique) way to
proceed is to mix in a second boson, Y. In [2] the second
boson was viewed as auxiliary. However, in the context of
string theory we may use one of the spatial directions as the
second boson. It will be necessary to introduce cocycles in
order for the algebraic properties to be faithfully repro-
duced. As X was related to a chiral boson
, we may relate
Y to a chiral boson 	. It is possible to take















where a and b are real parameters. As before p is conjugate
to x. We have chosen to write the fermion cocycles in terms
of the X zero modes so that the interaction is independent
of the field, Y. We can introduce p
  2p, conjugate to

0. Similarly we may introduce p	, conjugate to 	0. 	 has
a mode expansion similar to that of 
.
The values of a and bmay be constrained by demanding





2Z 1. As in [2], we will choose a  0 and b  2 0p .
Recall that in the doubling we have





	; r  	;r  0p	: (28)
Defining parameters i, these periodicity conditions corre-
spond to boundary conditions on the fermions
 ir  e2ii ir: (29)





the momenta. From the fermionization map, we may relate
the i to the momenta p














We will find it convenient to define 



































 y1 2   y2 1 r: (32)
Unfortunately, the first term of Lint anticommutes with the
fermion fields. However, it is possible to write an equiva-
lent expression for the partition function that has a fermion
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number projection operator inserted (specifically, 1
1F1F2=2), while adjusting the allowed values of 
.
In terms of this way of writing the partition function, the
physical states have even fermion number, and we can with
impunity modify the interaction by multiplying the first
term in Lint by F. These changes have no effect on the
energy spectrum, but now the modified fermionic interac-
tion commutes with the fermionic fields. This adjustment is
required for the fermionization to make sense algebrai-
cally, and should be understood as part of the fermioniza-
tion map.
Defining









dy@  @  iN1
 iN2 ; (34)
where we have defined matrices
N 1   0 ww 0
 
; N2  ~ 0 11 0
 
: (35)





F. For fixed values of 
, w
takes the form e2iF.
If we wish to study the partition function of this theory,
we need to diagonalize the Hamiltonian of the system.






Inserting this into the equation of motion gives constraints
on the allowed values of ,
i @  iN1  iN2  ~  0:
(37)
Integrating, we find
~   e2ieiN2eiN1 ~: (38)
In this notation, the boundary conditions give also
~   e2i3 ~: (39)
To solve this equation we must demand that ~ be
proportional to an eigenvector of
N  eiN1eiN2e2i3  wcos cos~  w sin sin~ iwcos sin~  w sin cos~




The condition (38) and (39) also fixes  up to integer shifts.



















After renaming the values of  which satisfy the equations
of motion to !, we have the energy eigenvalues (for ),
  !
n  n 12    : (42)
We will define

   
 : (43)










B. Solutions to fermionic EOM
Next we present some notes on the structure of the Fock
spaces. Our reason for discussing this in so much detail is
that the energy eigenstate basis is not the natural one in the
orbifold theory that we consider later in the paper. We may
write the matrix which moves us between the 1–2 basis and










  cos  sin
 sin  cos
 
: (45)









0 0 u1  u2 











3Henceforth we are setting r   in the range of .
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With the vectors u
, we may write a general solution to
the equation of motion,
~!






















 are essentially the values of the excitations at the
   boundary. Similarly, the conjugate field is written
~ y!






By demanding that the pieces of  and y which vanish as
they approach the origin in the complex z plane be pro-




annihilation operator for n > 12 





 as the conjugate operators with opposite action.
The normal ordered Hamiltonian is



















































n  n 1=2 
; !
n  n 1=2
: (52)














Deformed Partition Function.—With the projection onto states of even total fermion number, (before integrating) the
partition function takes the form:


























The ranges of the 
 integrations have been carefully
chosen, given the fermion number projection, to cover
the original open string momentum space once. The Y
system factors out (recall pY $ , and  is independent
of ):








For comparison with other computations we can write this
result in the closed string channel, via Poisson resumma-
tion,











C. Boundary states at R  1
By observing the fermionized partition function, we can
write a boundary state which correctly reproduces the open
string partition function. Using the formula (9) we can
write the partition function as an overlap of boundary states























Note that there is a possible phase ’ here that is undeter-
mined by the annulus computation; we will retain it for














Djm;ne2iJ30e2iJ10e2iJ30 jj;m; nii: (60)
Since P1 is a projection operator, one may show that this boundary state is consistent with the form of Z;~. We may also










Djm;me2iJ10 jj; m;mii; (61)
where it is manifest that the winding modes have been projected out by the infinite radius limit.







’jjj; 0; 0ii; (62)
where we have used4 Djm;nI  m;n. This is the expected result.









’jDjm;meiJ10 jj; m;mii (63)












By rewriting this expression in oscillator variables, it be-
comes clear that it corresponds to an array of pointlike













if we set the phase ’ to one. In fact, ’ simply corresponds
to the freedom to translate the array of branes.
D. Projection to generic radii
The fermionic calculation considered above is, strictly
speaking, valid at infinite radius. The bosonic calculation is
on the other hand valid at self-dual radius. With some care,
we can in fact do the fermionic calculation at any (rational)
radius. To our knowledge, this has not been described
before from the open string point of view. In the boundary
state formalism, there is a proposal [15,22], given by
introducing suitable projection operators. By carefully
considering the open string calculation, we will be able
to explicitly display the meaning of these projection op-
erators, and the limits of applicability of the fermionic
picture.
To see that there is a potential problem in the fermionic
theory, consider the fermion boundary conditions. Recall
that  is the fractional part of what was open string
momentum in the bosonic picture. At finite radius, the
open string momentum is quantized in units of 1=R, and
thus one might expect that one could obtain the annulus
amplitude by restricting the values of  appropriately [2].
However, this only has limited applicability, to the case of




). One can easily show that
this procedure fails for any other radius.
In the fermionic picture this can be seen from the
boundary conditions: if the radius is not an integer, then
  1 is not equivalent to   0, and this means that the








k!jm k!j n k!m n k!
 ajnkbmnkckdjmk:
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fermionization does not make sense. This has roots in the





is not single-valued at generic radius, and thus the
deformed theory does not exist. It is easy to repair this
however, at least at rational radius, as we will now show.
Indeed, we may think of the finite radius theory as a shift
orbifold, and define the theory by introducing a projection





where P^ is the momentum operator. In the undeformed
theory, this implements the projection to finite radius cor-






















under the shift X ! X 2R. Thus, if we insert PR into
the path integral, it does not commute with the action
precisely, and so the theory is not well-defined. It is easy
to see how to repair this however; essentially, in the de-
formed boundary conformal field theory, we must include a
nontrivial action in Chan-Paton corresponding to the shift.
We may define a new theory by simply averaging the
infinite radius theory over the values of  in the image of
all possible shifts. If we write R  M=N 0p  r 0p ,










This theory has the interpretation of the Chan-Paton space
for each boundary being extended to be N-component,
each with a complex deformation parameter e2inr, for
n  0; 1; . . . ; N  1. Note that at integer radius (N  1),
this modification has no effect.
We emphasize that the expression (68) is an infinite
radius calculation, expressed in the bosonic language. It
is natural, because of the insertion, to evaluate it in mo-
mentum space. In this case, Eq. (68) differs from previous
computations in two ways: first, there is a momentum
dependent phase factor, and secondly, for any given m, n,
~n, there are effectively complex values of the boundary
deformation parameters. Since we are at infinite radius, we
may fermionize. In so doing, we find a generalization of




jj  j~j  sin2 cosjj cosj ~j
 sin2n ~nr sinjj sinj~j (69)
depending in general on jj, n, j~j, ~n, .
We recall that the open string momentum was split into














with  now given by Eq. (69), which is the generalization
of previous results to complex couplings. Note that it is
encoding the fact that jj and j~j have been renormalized
(in the fashion given by Ref. [1]) but the phases n, ~n are
essentially not renormalized.5 Thus the result is a function
of jj, n; j~j, ~n but not just of , ~.
It is important to realize that what we have done here is
to resolve the classical problem of finite radius. In going to
the fermionic representation however, there is a potential
quantum problem as well—that is, the fermionic measure
may not be well defined in the presence of the projection
operator. Indeed, the translation operator corresponds pre-
cisely to a chiral Z2N transformation on the fermions, and
thus the measure is not invariant, transforming by a ZN


















The idea is that the action of the projection operator on the
fermionic measure leads to a ZN phase, which can be
absorbed by a shift to another Wilson line. Thus, we obtain
a well-defined fermionic theory by summing over such
Wilson lines. It is important to note here that what is being
said is that consistent fermionic theories can be defined
only if we include the array of Wilson lines. The bosonic
theory exists in the absence of the Wilson line array, but we
have no way to compute in the deformed theory, away from
self-dual radius. Note further that the Wilson line array
appears only for fractional radii (i.e., N  1); the integer
radius cases work just fine without it.
Now what the array of Wilson lines does is force m 
Ns, for s 2 Z. We then obtain
5The reason for this dichotomy is that the renormalization
comes from the collision of J and J insertions, each of which
is accompanied by jj, but opposite phases. Thus the powers of
jj build up, but the phases tend to cancel and do not
renormalize.




















































cos2  cosjj cosj~j cos2
 sinjj sinj~j cos2k=N (74)
This formula is a direct consequence of (69).
Let us consider a few special cases. First, the NN am-
plitude should be recovered by taking , ~! 0. In this













which may be recognized as the NN amplitude at radius R,
with the array of Wilson lines. Note also that




Next let us consider the ND case, obtained by   1=2,
~  0. Here, we obtain   1=4, independent of n, ~n, as
well as  and thus




Finally, consider the DD case, obtained via   ~ 
1=2, whence   n ~nr. Thus, we find






It is possible to show that the sum over n, ~n can be written
as






where j  N=2		. This is





which is the correct result for an array of M D-branes,




=N. This is the expected
result [4], with branes located at extrema of the boundary
potential. It is clear that this array of D-branes is T-dual to
the array of Wilson lines at   ~  0. For generic values
of , ~, we interpolate smoothly between the two arrays,
again as should be expected. The absence of the fermionic
anomaly mentioned above corresponds to the recovery of
T-duality in the annulus amplitude.
Boundary states at radius r
These finite radius annulus amplitudes may be trans-
formed into the closed string channel. The result is con-
sistent with boundary states given (from closed channel
reasoning) by Gaberdiel and Recknagel [15]. They are
written via projection operators acting on the self-dual
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2 cos2; ~; ‘; k  Tr1=2e2i~J1e2i‘=Mk=NJ3e2iJ1e2i‘=Mk=NJ3: (83)
One may show that the set of values of  is equivalent to
the set of ’s in Eq. (72). This result is equivalent to the
open string result, as long as the array of Wilson lines is
included. Note that this is important, because the boundary
states proposed transform in a simple way under T-duality.
Without the Wilson lines, T-duality is not implemented by
flowing from   0 to   1=2.
V. THE Z2 ORBIFOLD
We will now consider the orbifold action in the boundary
conformal field theory (14). For the annulus computation,
this is implemented by including the orbifold projection
operator 12 1 g in the path integral. The first term (pro-
portional to 1) is equivalent, up to the factor of 2, to the
results given above. On a self-dual circle we may derive the
effect of inserting g through adsorption methods (see
Ref. [12] for the construction in the undeformed theory).
Because the states are classified by current algebra and we
know the orbifold action on the algebra, it is straightfor-
ward to compute the g-inserted trace at self-dual radius. As
in the previous sections, to discuss more general radii we
must fermionize the theory. When fermionizing we will
consider two possible orbifold actions: either g acts only
the X field (‘‘c  1 orbifold’’) or it acts on both X and Y
(‘‘c  2 orbifold’’). In either case, we should be able to
disentangle the (g-inserted) partition functions of the X and
Y systems. The consistency of these three routes is strong
evidence that we have correctly orbifolded the deformed
boson.
In the orbifold theory, there are a variety of open string
annulus calculations that we can do, depending on the
details of Chan-Paton factors, as we have discussed briefly
above. We will consider these details in Ref. [8] and here
simply concentrate on the calculation of the annulus dia-
gram with orbifold insertion. This will be the basic build-
ing block needed to construct fractional boundary states.
A. Self-dual radius and adsorption
The orbifold is obtained by defining Z2 as X  X, or
in terms of the current,
J1 ! J1; J2 ! J2; J3 ! J3: (84)
At self-dual radius, it is convenient to organize the
calculation entirely in terms of the dSU21 modules.
Since the deformation is in the direction of J1 rather than
J3, it is more convenient to work in the SU2 basis where
J10 is diagonal, as we described in Sec. III. The orbifold
action then switches the sign of the ladder operators. The
g-inserted partition function is (see the appendix for a
detailed analysis)





For other radii, we now turn to the fermionic description.
B. Fermionic description of the orbifold
Let us discuss the Z2 orbifold of the deformed theory.
After detailed computations, the two orbifold actions may
be determined consistently to be as given in the following
table.
c  2 Orb c  1 Orb
X ! X X ! X
Y ! Y Y ! Y
 1 !  y1  1 ! i 2e2i
 2 !  y2  2 ! i 1e2i
 y1 !  1  y1 ! i y2 e2i
 y2 !  2  y2 ! i y1 e2i
The phases that appear in the table may look strange; in
particular, it might appear that g1 does not square to one.
However, the table refers to the action on single fermions,
which do not by themselves create physical states (recall
the fermion number projection). The phases in the table are
fixed by the requirement that the SU2X current algebra as
well as other fermion bilinears transform in a sensible way
under the orbifold actions. In particular, g does square to
one on all physical states, in each case.
In order to proceed we need to rephrase the orbifold as
an action in the 
 basis rather than the 1–2 basis. This is
accomplished by making a similarity transformation on the
orbifold generator, U^gU^y. The action of g1 on the    y
and 
 labels of the field is given by:
U^g1U^





G1  e2iUgU1; (87)
with g from the table,




andU was given in a preceding section. The action of g2 on
the    y and 
 labels of the field is given by:
U^g2U^





G2  UgU1 (90)
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and from the table,




Having determined how the orbifold acts on the fields of
the theory, it remains to determine the action on the ground
state. Fortunately, this is facilitated by the fact that we
knew how the orbifold acted upon the momenta of the
bosonic theory. Consistency demands that g acts on the
 and  as it did on the X and Y momenta, respectively.
The orbifold action on the interacting ground state is:
g1  jn;i  j n;i  jn0;i  j n0;i	;
 jn;i  j n;i  jn0;i  j n0;i	;
g2  jn;i  j n;i  jn0;i  j n0;i	;
 jn;i  j n;i  jn0;i  j n0;i	;
We see that g1 effectively flips the sign of  and g2 flips
the sign of both  and  inside the vacuum states.
Orbifold-inserted traces
Because the orbifold action mixes all of the oscillators,
at each value of n there is the possibility for many terms to
contribute. The orbifold actions on the vacuum states limit
the values of 
 which contribute to the g-inserted partition
functions—that is, there will be -functions which restrict
to the fixed points of the orbifold action. As before, we use








c  1 Orbifold.—Since    and    under
the orbifold action, there is a fixed line at   0. Here,














and thus the orbifold action on single-fermion states is
determined by
U^g1U^




ie2i 0 0 0
0 ie2i 0 0
0 0 ie2i 0




Note that the factors of i that appear here are required by
consistency (although they did not appear ‘‘geometri-
cally’’). As we discussed above, it looks as if g21  1;
however, this is acting on single-fermion states—since
there are no such physical states, we can allow such an
action. It must act as g21  1 on all double fermion states
however. We can see that we need the factors of i by
examining operators like   , which consists of Y
only, and thus should be orbifold invariant.
There is also a fixed line at   1=2, because ’s are
defined mod 1. Here,    ~ 1=2 (mod 1) andU is
the same as above.
























 is the fermion number projection. This result
can be written in terms of a product of -functions; using























































This is to be summed over the two values of ; for both of
those values, the -dependent term in the m sum equals
unity, and we have dropped it. So, we see that the
g1-inserted partion function decouples nicely into X and
Y. The integral over  combines with the m sum to give
the partition function of the free boson Y while them sum
is the twisted partition function of X.
c  2 Orbifold.—Because both 
 are set to zero mod-
ulo periodicities in the c  2 orbifold, we only get con-
tributions from the points (0,0) and 1=2; 1=2. The action
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of the orbifold on the fermion fields is given by:
U^g2U^
y 
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0BBB@
1CCCA: (95)
The diagonal combinations of states are
jvaci;  y jvaci;  y jvaci;  y  y jvaci:
For the two points, we find
at   0:0  
~
2







at   1=2:1=2  
~ 1
2

































We have split the trace into separate contributions from
;   0; 0 and 1=2; 1=2. The minus sign in the
factors is due to the anticommutivity of the fermion fields.
Note that the powers of q here are all independent of , an
important feature. The insertion of g2 restricts the trace to
be over states of even fermion number, implying that the
total fermion number projection operator acts as the iden-
tity in the presence of g2. Again, the g-inserted partition
function has factorized into contributions from X and Y.
C. Summary








using adsorption methods. For infinite radius, we may




































Notice that the   0 term reproduces the self-dual
radius result. This is correct, since at self-dual radius half-
integer momentum (  1=2) is not present. It is a con-
firmation of our methods that the contributions at   0
to Zg
;~
obtained from fermionization match the result of
the self-dual radius adsorption methods.
Also recall that for Z1, we can write the result in terms of




































Other radii may be obtained by suitable projection opera-
tors, as discussed in Sec. IV D. A treatment of all possible
boundary states of the orbifold theory appears in Ref. [8].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered exactly marginal
boundary deformations of the c  1 theory through one-
loop computations directly in the open string channel. The
partition function at generic radius was constructed
through a fermionization technique and shown to coincide
with expected boundary states. In doing so, it was neces-
sary to carefully define the fermionic theory so as to be
consistent with the projection to finite radius. We have also
carefully constructed the orbifold Rd=Z2 theory in the
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fermionic parameterization and computed the correspond-
ing twisted partition function. Further results and applica-
tions of our results will appear in Ref. [8].
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APPENDIX
For convenience, we present more details of the SU2
module calculations of Secs. III and VA here. The multi-
plicities of the j  0 SU2 module can be found in [14],
Fig. 15.1. By direct computation, we obtain
tr qL01=24  1:q0  1 1 1:q1  1 2 1:q2  . . .







In the basis where J1 is diagonal, g inverts the sign of ladder operators (or rather, g anticommutes with J
). Thus, inserting
g we obtain g  1m and so
tr gqL01=24  1:q0  1 1 1:q1  1 2 1:q2  . . .





With the deformation, the Hamiltonian is shifted to Lo  m =22  N m2  N  m 2=4. The j  0
contribution is











With the g insertion, we get










In the above expressions, we have q  et. Poisson resummation and modular transformation then gives












where ~q  e2=t. Similarly,
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